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Info Rail

Picture Mouse

Uniq Hanger

Display-it

DESCRIPTION CODEPRICE Discounts
Q.ty %ILLUSTRATION per pack

DISPLAY SYSTEMS Tutorial video on Rinaldin website

Display 30x21 horizontal 

Display 21x30 vertical 

Display 42x30 horizontal

Display 30x42 vertical

per type

per type

per type

Uniq Hanger is an original system to hang pictures which 
is based on the special "Uniq Hanger" which is fixed to 
the wall with the screw supplied and covered with en 
elegant metal hanger. In the hanger you will fit the wire (in 
perlon or steel) which will support the picture. 

Picture Mouse Solo is a metal wire of 150 cm with white coating. The wire is fastened to the 
wall with a screw that is then hidden by a white screw caps. However, it can also be hung on a 
normal rail (such as, for example, rail JS1A). 
The package includes the screw with plug, the screw caps, 10 clear plastic pegs. Using the 
plastic pegs you can hang sheets, photos, drawings, etc.

You can buy separately the 150 cm
wire and the clips to hang directly
on a rail.

Magnets used to fix the sheets 
alternatively to the plastic clips.

Display-it is an eye-catching presentation 
system, composed of the following elements, 
which can be combined progressively: 
• Steel wire that must be applied

onto the walls with proper screws supplied.
• Transparent plexiglass displays where

you can insert
photos

• Particular clips to fix the displays
onto the steel wires.

These elemens can be supplied separately
or in packs containing the necessary
elements to install the wall system.
Single elements are showed here
on the right.

Steel wire. Length 4 mtrs and 
diameter 1,8 mm. Includes screws 
to fix it on the wall.

Cube to fix Uniq Hanger

Complete set of 4 horizontal displays 
30x42 cm

Wire, steel colour

Wire in steel, white covered

10 plastic trasparent clips

6 magnets, white colour

6 magnets, assorted colours

Complete set of 200 cm steel wire
and 1 mm Micro Grip
Supported weight  Kg 5

Complete set of 200 cm steel wire
and 1 mm Micro Grip
Supported weight Kg 10

Hooks "E-Clip" to fix the
displays onto the wire.

Hooks "Clamp" as
alternative to the "E-Clip".

(20 pces)

(10 pces)

Length 25 cm

Length 50 cm

Length 1 metre

Length 2 metres

Length 3 metres

Length 1 metre

Length 2 metres

Length 25 cm

Length 50 cm

Length 1 metre

Length 2 metres

Length 3 metres

code 3301
cm 42x30 horizontal

code 3211
cm 30x21 
horizontal

code 3212
cm 21x30 

vertical

code 3302
cm 30x42 

vertical

White
colour

Alluminium
finish

Pack of 10 pieces

4025
in perlon

4022
in steel

wall thickness up to 16 mm

white colour

wall thickness up to 21 mm
wall thickness up to 31 mm

steel colour

Wall-hook white for partition walls.
They can support  a max weight of 15 kg.
Pack of 10 pieces.

Wall-hooks flex for partition walls. They fit the wall 
thickness. Max weight supported 3 kg. Pack of 10 pcs.

5 pack

5 pack

5 pack

5 pack

5 pack

Info Rail is a rail used to display postcards, posters, 
drawings, photos, etc. in an organized way.
It is equipped with an internal locking mechanism that 
is used to firmly block sheets of paper and cardboard.
In this way there are no more walls damaged by drawing 
pins, adhesive tapes and the like.
The InfoRail track is essential above all in classrooms 
and school corridors.
Included are JS1D connectors and screws with their 
plugs.

Storage clips - Practical container for items such as markers, colored pencils, 
small flower pots and so on, to be applied to the Info Rail.
Maximum weight 1 Kg. Length 12,5 cm, height 12,3 cm.

Info Rail in aluminum color with 4 “Me clips” labels

Info Rail in aluminum color with 8 “Me clips” labels

Support clips - Small shelf that is easily attached to the Info Rail.
Used to display cards, pictures, small picture frames, various objects.
Length 25 cm - Width 6 cm

Clip Hangers - Hooks that can be easily applied to the Info Rail track.
Used for hanging light objects, key chains, caps of childrens, etc.
Maximum weight 1 Kg

Pack of 1 piece

Pack of 1 piece

Pack of 10 pieces

Me-clips - 7 x 4 cm tags that can be easily attached to the rail.
Mainly used to show the title of the drawing and the name of the author.
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